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Delphis

Delphis becomes your private peninsula resort with five suites across 3.2 lush acres, a boat dock, collection of
beaches and two infinity pools.

5 Bedrooms
Sleeps 10

Located on Jumby Bay, Antigua
Fully Staffed
Beachfront
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DESCRIPTION

Snorkel your own 500 metres of coastline, meander through nature trails, run right into the sea view at the beach
gym and there’s a yoga pavilion, we can send over gurus to guide you. A mangrove boardwalk leads to the furthest

tip of your property, ‘The Lookout’, with its own funky bar and dining area, and second infinity pool. Lounge late
around the fire pit watching sparks fly up into the Caribbean night sky.

Breeze and light flow through the spacious main great room, infusing all with a sense of health and vitality. With a
name like ‘Delphis’ ancient Greek for ‘dolphin’  a chic modern take on Greek antiquity is carried throughout the

home. Sleeping pavilions are nestled in palm groves so friends and family can find seclusion; the interior of each is
uniquely decorated to reflect its name – Apollo, Neptune, Salacia, Venus and Minerva.

Bedroom 1 - Occupancy: 2; One king bed; with private study

Bedroom 2 - Occupancy: 2; One king bed; living area with XL twin hybrid                       daybed

Bedroom 3 - Occupancy: 2; One king bed

Bedroom 4 - Occupancy: 2; One king bed

Bedroom 5 - Occupancy: 2; One king bed

All with en-suite bathrooms, indoor/outdoor showers.

Amenities

2 x Swimming Pools
WiFi

Cable TV
BBQ
Gym

Private Dock
Golf Carts

Staff
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Chef
Butler

Housekeeper
Further Staff Available on Request

Flights

Here at Luxury Villa Living, we help you to create the perfect package. We can source and organise scheduled and
chartered flights upon your request.

The Extras

We offer personalised and complimentary concierge services with each booking to make things as easy and stress-
free as possible. From car hire to special restaurant reservations and more specific requests, we create a bespoke

experience that is specially tailored for you

Location
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Jumby Bay, Antigua
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